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Go And Do Likewise

The lawyer “wanting to justify himself [as lawyers often do]  asked Jesus... ‘And who is my neighbor?’”
It has been said that a good lawyer knows the law, but a great lawyer knows the judge. And so, it would
appear that in our parable of the “Good Samaritan” we have a great lawyer, with a great question. Who is
our neighbor?

One cold snowy evening, during my first year at Seminary, I was driving back to the dorms with a friend.
As we passed the library we saw a woman on crutches, wearing a knee brace, slowly and carefully
making her way on the dark icy roads. My friend and I looked at one another, and briefly discussed who
this woman might be? As we wondered aloud, “Do you think she’s a seminarian’s wife?”, “Probably”.
“Maybe she needs a ride home?” So we pulled over and asked her. The woman gratefully took us up on
the offer, directing us to take her towards the King St. Metro. But, we insisted that we would be more than
happy to take her all the way to her final destination, as we continued to ask her for the location. Hesitant
and embarrassed, she reluctantly informed us that she was staying at the Carpenter's shelter, a homeless
shelter in Old Town, Alexandria, a few miles from the Seminary.

The point of the Parable of the Good Samaritan is to reveal that our neighbors are not simply the people
who live immediately around our own homes. As we find in Luke, the only person who actually assisted
the Jewish man traveling along the road, after being passed by his literal neighbors, was a Samaritan
(think like mortal enemies, estranged siblings, feuding gangs), who was most certainly not a neighbor (in
the traditional sense of the word) to the man in need. Here the parable opens up to us the possibility that
our neighbors, those whom we should care for and show compassion to, they are any person who drives,
bikes, walks, or even runs through our neighborhood, maybe on the way to work, or to get some exercise
and fresh air even if they don’t live on our block. They are the people we see at our local grocery store,
gym, or beauty salon. They are the people who we work with at our jobs, or go to school with our kids, or
sit next to us at church. They are the people who use our blessing box, who go to My Kids Club,  and who
receive Meals on Wheels from our brotherhood. And, while we are being asked to see these people as our
neighbors, interestingly enough, according to a 2018 Pew Research study, just a little over half of
Americans say they really only know A FEW of their neighbors. And, in this day and age of our overly
interconnected and globalized world we are beginning to recognize our neighbors as all of humankind,
but more often than not we are more readily able to show compassion to our neighbors halfway around
the world, than to our neighbors right across the street.

That evening, as we drove back to our rooms on campus. Climbing under my plush comforter in my
warm dorm room, I wondered to myself, had this woman been on the streets wearing layers of tattered
clothing, with her life's belongings surrounding her in bags, or in a grocery cart, would I have offered her
a ride? If we had not assumed she was a seminarian's spouse (or somehow connected with the school)
would we have even stopped to pick her up in her time of need? Instead leaving her to walk those few
miles back to the homeless shelter, on a broken leg, in the cold darkness of a winter night. I mean in Jesus'
parable even the priest passed by the battered man. And, while many commentators over the years have



chalked this up to cleanliness laws (which would have forbid the priest from touching another person's
blood) those priests knew the great commandment, which trumps all others, just as well as the lawyer in
our story did. Here we are reminded that it is not hard for us to pick and choose who our neighbors are,
based on convenience or ease, or who we deem worthy of our time and care.

While on the surface this parable appears as a simplistic call to help those in need, and possibly a
commentary on the fact that lawyers always have the right answers, and you should never follow in the
footsteps of a priest. The core message of our  parable goes much deeper, revealing the fact that because
we are created by a loving and kind creator, we are not only capable of sharing that same loving kindness
with others, but we are also deserving of it in our own lives. We all want to be respected, valued, and
loved. And we are all worthy and deserving of just that. As the parable reveals, we are all neighbors
because we are all human, just trying to make it through on this journey we call life.

Would I have picked up the woman leaving my Seminary library that evening should I have known she
was not a seminarians wife? I will never know (but my guess is no). The point was not who she was,
seminarian's wife or not, that day she became my neighbor, because she was inhabiting the same space as
me, and more so because she was in need of compassionate love and caring kindness. Which she, in her
vulnerability allowed us to share with her, and in so doing shared with us  the gift of becoming her
neighbor. In our passage from Luke Jesus asks us, “Which of these three, do you think, was a neighbor to
the man who fell into the hands of the robbers?”  As the lawyer answers, “The one who showed him
mercy.” These tangible actions which the Samaritan reveals as taking the time to notice, approach, and
attend to this man in his hour of need, finding him security in shelter, providing healing with care, and
giving him support through generosity, reveal to us what it means to become a neighbor. And, more so
point to the significance and truth of our parable, while we are being asked to look beyond traditional
definitions of who our neighbors our, more so we are being invited to become a neighbor to all. As we
hear Jesus say to us, “Go and do likewise.”

The fact that many of us do not know our neighbors is not surprising. While we have become more
interconnected globally, we have become less connected personally. I could easily find excuses for why
(social media, lack of work/life balance, overconsumption of news), but I won’t get into it today. The
point, like our parable, is not why, but how. And the answer, as our parable shows us, and the great
Commandment reminds us, is through love. When we can make our life's work loving God, loving each
other, and loving ourselves we can make room for all the rest of worlds challenges, and take in more of
this life's gifts. We can begin to put aside our fears of one another and find compassion, we can begin to
see there is more time and space for sharing all that life has with one another, and we can begin to become
neighbors who share in the glorious gift Jesus offers, that of resurrection, that of life to the fullest, that of
the Kingdom of God, here and now.

Amen.


